VITALANT ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION

APPLICANT ORGANIZATION for VITALANT RESEARCH INSTITUTE (VRI) grants and contracts:

Vitalant d/b/a Vitalant Research Institute
Formerly known as, Blood Systems, Inc. d/b/a Blood Systems Research Institute

ADDRESS (VITALANT)          SITE ADDRESSES
6210 E. Oak Street          VRI-SF
Scottsdale, AZ 85257-1101    270 Masonic Avenue
(480)675-5600/fax: (602)437-6929  San Francisco, CA 94118-4417

VRI-DENVER
717 Yosemite Street
Denver, CO 80230-6918

PAYMENT REMIT-TO ADDRESS:  VRI, P.O. BOX 53022, PHOENIX, AZ, 85072-3022

ENTITY IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EIN): 1-860098929-A4

DUNS NO.: 006902498

CAGE NO.: 42091  NAICS: 541715

IPF code VRI (ERA commons): 10004326

VIN NO.: 1109824

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT: AZ-009; performance: CA-012 or CO-001 if Denver

FEDERALWIDE ASSURANCE (FWA) (with VRI as component):
FWA00006454; expires 01/28/2024

ANIMAL WELFARE ASSURANCE: D16-00238 (A3367-01); 3/31/2024

IDC COGNIZANT AGENCY: DHHS, Cost Allocation Services, SF, Helen Fung, 415-437-7820

CA EDD# for payroll taxes: 910-2893

INSTITUTIONAL OFFICIAL
Michael P. Busch, MD, PhD
Director, VRI
SVP, Research & Scientific Programs, Vitalant

VITALANT CEO
David Green, President, & Chief Executive Officer

For our latest A133 audit, please visit the Federal Audit Clearinghouse and enter EIN 860098929 in the search field under General Information.